1s Introduction Let D be a bounded domain in c n containing the origin and for any 8eR let k0 be a transformation of C n defined by C n 3ZH> kQ(z) := e i8 z e C û . Denote £ {kQ: 8 e R}. it 1B a one dimensional Lie group. D is said to be circular if for any 8 e R kg (D) CD.
Circular domains attract attention beoause they form one of the simplest (though not trivial in study) class of domains in It is already known (see: [4] ) that for any pair of bounded circular domains in say D.. and D?, a set of holomorphic bisections of D1 onto D£ is either empty or includes a map which can be extended to a linear transformation of C n .
If D is assumed to be invariant with respect to a group n n ie i {^.....e^ Cn->CD » k ei,...,8n (z 1»'"' z n ) = (e V" 18 1 ... ,e z ), e Rfthen it is said to be n circular. It is obvious that any n circular domain is circular. The equivalence classes of bounded n circular domains modulo holomorphic bisections were studied by T. Sunada (see: [8] ). Analogous problem as in [4] for n circular domains which do not contain the origin was studied by D.B. Barrst (see [2] ).
Let Aut(D) be a group of all holomorphic bisections of D and G be its identity component. By ti. Cartan, Aut ( 1) ) is a lo-oally compact Lie group (see: [7 J ). Let L(G) bo a Lie algebra of G. L(G) is isomorphic to the real Lie algebra Cfl consisting of all veotor fields on D generating holomorphic automorphisms of D (sees theorem (1) ).
The problem we are dealing with is to desoribe the equivalence classes of circular domains modulo holomorphic bisections. The aim of this paper is to investigate properties of maximal connected compact abelian subgroups (maximal tori) contained in G and properties of associated with them subalgebras in Cf). The main results are the following:
a. There exists some real matrix A which uniquely characterizes whole class of maximal tori in G (see: (13)).
b. There exists a system of linear coordinates on C n in which T oan be canonical^ decomposed into the direct produat of one parameter subgroups. Suitable decomposition of the associated subalgebra in C{J then follows (see: (12)). The paper is organized as follows:
In the second section we recall some well known general properties of the Lie algebra of vector fields generating holomorphic bisections of D. In the third section we investigate properties of a class of maximal tori in G and of its Lie algebra.
General properties of the Lie algebra of vector fields generating holomorphic bisections of D
Assume that E is a bounded domain in C n . Let Cf] be a set of all C°° vector fields on D with the following property: for any vector field X in Cj) there exists one dimensional subgroup {g^: teR} j.n the group of all holomorphic bisections of D such that for any x e C, g t (x) t e R is the integral curve of X passing through x (We will say that X is associated with the one parameter subgroup {g t : teR} of Aut(D), or that X generates the group {g^ : t e R}). Later on we use the global standard coordinates (z^,..,z n ) in C h only. Denote (respectively 3 k ) a partial derivative ,p) ). z-0 Sinoe 2T(z,i(w,p) ) = 3*(z+w,p), we have arU,p) = ZfaU.p)). For zeC sufficiently close to zero zi-»!r[z,i) is a solution of an ordinary differential equation with holomorphic right hand side, so is holomorphic in some neighbourhood of zero. We are going to extend z i-*2r(z,p) holomorphically to the whole C.
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Let we Z + iZ, U(w,6) := {zeC: |z-6w| <6} = = {zeC ; | z/6-w| < 1} for some 6> 0. It is not difficult to check that for any zeC there exist 6> 0 and weZ + iZ such that z e U(w,6)» Fix some zeC. 3*(z,p) = (z-8w)+6w,p) = 2r(6w t 3"(z-5w,p)) for some 6> 0, weZ + iZ such that zeU(w,6). A map q i-* ff(6w,q) e D is holomorphic (it is a restriction of an element of Aut(D) for sufficiently small |Sw|). For z-5weC sufficiently close to zero, by the above argumentation, a map z-6w »(z-6w,p) eD is holomorphic. We see that z is locally holomorphic on C, so is holomorphic on C.
The image of 3" lies in D and is bounded. By Liouville theorem it is impossible unless fl* is constant. We have obtained the contradiction. Hence iX is not in tt).
• (2) Theorem. Let G be an identity component of Aut(D), L(G) be its Lie algebra. Then L(G) and Cfl are isomorphic .
Proof. Let X be any nonzero element in L(G). There exists one parameter subgroup {g^: teR}cG being its integral curve. R *D a (t,x) h»g t (x)eD ia R analytic and for any teR g^jD-*D is holomorphic. Hence for all peD (g^. = (^p^e^0)» where e is the identity in G, map ae" is de-
so F is. Let X,Y be any nonzero elements in L(G), pe B. 2°. K consists of linear transformation of C n .
Por the proof see: [7] .
Let £ be a Lie algebra in OJ isomorphic to the Lie algebra of the group K. Denote W^ a complexification of a finite dimensional real vector space W. First we notioe that there exists a hermitian product on V such that {ji(g) j geT} is a set of unitary operators. Let ( , ) be any hermitian product on V. Since T is compact, there exists a left invariant (Haar) measure p on T (see x [3] ). For v,w e V we define <v,w> := J (rt(g)v, T jt(g)w)dy (g). One can easily check that <, > is a hermitian product on V and that for any v,w eV <Jt(g)v,oi(g)w > = <v,w> for geT.
Assume that UcV is a irreducible complex subspace invariant with respect to all 3t(g), geT. (lt(T) invariant subspace). Sinoe T is abelian for any h,geT, JtigJIy at( h) | y = = Jt(gk)|u = il(h.g) j u = Jt(h) |u3i(gj| y. By Schur Lemma (sees [3] ), JtfhJIjj = e^^idy.
U is irreducible so dim^U = 1. The orthogonal complement of 3t(T) invariant subspace in V is Jt(T) invariant too. Thus V is a direct sum of Jt(T) invariant subspaces V1,...,V and Jt satisfies the assertion b.D
On the structure of the maximal abellan Lie subalgebra in €
Let T be the maximal compact subgroup in K which is connected and abellan. An; such a group is oalled a maximal torus in K. Any two maximal tori T^ and T2 are conjugated i.e.
there exists heK such that h^h" 1 = T,,. All maximal tori have the same dimension as real manifolds. This njimber is called the rank of K and we denote it r (seei [l]). By assumption of circularity of D r^ 1. We now use the property (4.2°). Fix T -it is a group of linear transformations of C n .
(7) Lemma. There exists a linear transformation of coordinates in C n such that in new coordinates and standard reper for C n all elements h of T have diagonal matrioes with complex numbers of modul one on diagonal.
Proof. Any element of T is a linear transformation of C n , so we have a representation of the compact abelian group T in C n (T,Jr,C n ) defined by n(h)(v) = h(v) for any heT, v e C n . By (6) there exist one dimensional aubspaces VkcC n such that C n = and Ji(h)v = e iak(h, idv . There lc 1c exist an unitary (with respect to certain hermitian product <,> inC n ,for definition see the proof of (6)) transformation t: C n ->C n such that r o ir(h) o t~1 = diag( e i;i 1 (h) ,... ,e iA n {h ]D (8) Lemma. Assume that the rank of K is r. Then re {l,...,n} and there exist functions 9^: R r -*R for jj = r+1,...,n satisfying (9a) 9 (01,...t8rJ = Si=1 a p 9 k with ^k=iV 1 for jj=r+i,...tn.
After suitable reordering of coordinates in C n as in the lemma (7), for any heT there exist 9^,...,8reR such that i81 i8 i § (9b) h = diag(e \...,e ,e r+1 ,...,e n ).
P r o o f . By the proof of (7), for any heT, h = diag(e n^) with ^sT-^R for k = i,...,n.
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On the other hand, T is a real r dimensional manifold. Consider a neighborhood U of the identity in T and local coordinates <p = (x^,... ,xr) :U R r . Denote ty^ := o tp"^ for k = 1,...,n and assume that for all he U the Jacobi matrix of functions i^,...,^ is nonsingular (if this is not the oase, reorder the coordinates in C n or restrict to a smaller neighborhood of identity in T).
are C°° functions. By implicite function theorem there exists inverse C°° bijeotion F:
<p(U) defined by P = ,... c. In particular, if T°, T2 are satisfying conditions of lemma (8) in the same coordinates system in C n , then A^=A2.
Proof. It is well known that any two maximal tori in K are conjugated (sees [l] The author is very thankful to Professor Maoiaj Skwarozyriski for suggesting the problem and for useful disoussions.
